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Stress Corrosion and Static Fatigue of Glass
S. M. WIEDERHORN and L. H. BOLZ
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Stress corrosion cracking of six glasses was studied using
fracture mechanics techniques. Crack velocities in water were
measured as a function of applied stress intensity factor and
temperature, and apparent activation energies for crack motion were obtained. Data were consistent with the universal
fatigue curve for static fatigue of glass, which depended on
glass composition. Of the glasses tested, silica glass was most
resistant to static fatigue, followed by the low-alkali alurninosilicate and borosilicate glasses. Sodium was detrimental to
stress corrosion resistance. The crack velocity data could be
explained by the Charles and Hillig theory of stress corrosion.
It is probable that stress corrosion of glass is normally caused
and controlled by a chemical reaction between the glass and
water.

I. Introduction

G

is noted for its chemical inertness and general resistance to corrosion; therefore, it is used in the chemical
industry and in the laboratory when chemical inertness is
required. Despite this well-known property, glass is extremely
susceptible to stress corrosion cracking caused by water in the
environment.’-’ This phenomenon is known in the glass literature as static fatigue or delayed failure.
The susceptibility of glass to stress corrosion cracking was
observed first by Grenet,4who noted a time delay to failure and
a loading rate dependence of strength. Although he was unable
to explain his observations, subsequent studies have demonstrated that the effect is an activated process caused by water
in the environment?-’ It is currently believed that static
fatigue of glass results from the growth of small cracks in the
surface of glass under the combined influence of water vapor
and applied
A new methodi0-“ for studying the stress corrosion of glass
involves measuring the velocity of macroscopic cracks as a
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Fig. 1. Specimen configuration. Cross-hatched area designates fracture surface; direction of propagation is from
right to left. Web is not shown.

function of external and internal variables such as temperature, applied load, and composition. Basic parameters such
as activation energies and volumes may be obtained by this
technique. These parameters in turn can be related to other
rate processes that may occur at the crack tip during growth
and may in fact control the rate of stress corrosion. Thus,
information obtained from crack growth studies may be used
to describe stress corrosion in terms of fundamental processes
such as diffusion and chemical reactions.
The present work is a study of crack growth rates in six
glasses tested in water with temperature and applied load as
external variables. The data are consistent with the stress
corrosion theory of Charles and Hillig17~1s
and with static fatigue
data in the form of the universal fatigue curve obtained by
Mould and Southwick.“

II. Experimental Procedure
The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The essential experimental parameters are crack length, L;thickness, w ;
height, 2t; and applied load, P. Crack propagation was restrained to the midplane by using slotted cantilever specimens
75 by 25 by 1.5 mm in which two slots 0.3 mm deep and 0.1
mm wide were cut along the midplane of the specimen, leaving
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Table I.

__
Glass

0.998
.57
.618
.80
-60
.72
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Glass Composition
Component (wt fraction)

Alp03

NaO

0.04

0.20
.17

.14

.02

0.01
.125
.04
.10
.14

SiOI

Silica
Aluminosilicate I
Aluminosilicate I1
Borosilicate
Lead-alkali
Soda-lime silicate

and BoZz

Bz01

.04
.02

the halves of the specimen attached by a web 0.9 mm thick.
A point of easy crack initiation was provided by cutting away
~1 cm of the web and leaving the end of the web wedgeshaped. A similar geometry was used by Linger and Hollowayw in studying fracture surface energies of glass.
Specimens were glass microscope slides of known composition (Table I). With the exception of the fused silica, specimens were annealed after the slots were cut and cooled 2"C/h
until they were 200°C below the annealing point (Table I).
It is presumed that the annealing produced identical structures
in all specimens of a given composition.
Specimens were mounted in a universal testing machine
using two hooks which passed through holes
in. in diameter.
Crack motion was observed through a X20 microscope
attached to a cathetometer, allowing the crack length to be
measured to r0.01 cm. The crack surface was illuminated
by reflected light. To measure the crack velocity, a filar eyepiece was attached to the microscope and a potentiometer to
the eyepiece. By matching the position of the cross hair of the
eyepiece to the position of the crack, the motion of the crack
could be registered directly on a strip chart recorder. Relative
crack length changes measured with the filar eyepiece were
m/s could be
accurate to +0.001 cm; velocities as high as
measured. A constant applied load was maintained during
each measurement by a spring between the load cell and the
specimen. A crack was generated in the web by gradually
increasing the applied load. The crack was then forced to
grow until L/t was greater than 1.5, at which point experimental measurements of crack velocity were made. Changes
in crack length during each velocity measurement ranged from
0.1 to 1% of the original length.
Measurements were conducted in distilled water maintained
at 2", 25", 40°, 60°, and 90°C. The test container was a
2000 ml beaker. A temperature of 2°C was maintained by
floating ice in the water, and the 40°, 60°, and 90°C temperatures were regulated by a heating mantle that completely
enclosed the beaker. Temperatures were controlled to i: 1°C.
Data are presented as log crack velocity vs the stress intensity factor, K r . Stress intensity factors were used as variables because they are proportional to the stresses near the
crack tip. By using stress intensity factors, crack length and
specimen geometry are eliminated as experimental variables;
the results obtained using different experimental configurations can then be compared. The stress intensity factor for
the notched double cantilever configuration can be calculated
from the formula
K I = [ P L / (W U )'.' ti '1 [3.47 +2.32t/L]

(1)
where a is the web thickness and P, L, w, and t are defined in
Fig. 1. Equation (1) was obtained by modifying the equations given in Refs. 21 and 22. The meaning and use of stress
intensity factors are discussed in Refs. 23-25.

111. Results
The fracture behavior of four glasses in water at 25OC is
shown in Fig. 2; composition has a marked effect on the rate
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Fracture behavior of glass in water at 25°C.

of crack growth. For soda-lime silicate and borosilicate
glasses, the crack velocity depends exponentially on the stress
m/s,
intensity factor for velocities greater than lo-' and
respectively. At slower velocities, the crack velocity decreases
at greater than an exponential rate, suggesting a threshold
stress intensity below which crack motion does not occur.
This threshold is known as the static fatigue limit?'*% The
aluminosilicate and silica glasses differ from the others in that
the behavior is exponential over the entire range of experimental variables; there is no indication in Fig. 2 of a static
fatigue limit, although one presumably exists for aluminosilicate and silica glasses at lower stress intensity values.
The influence of temperature on stress corrosion is shown in
Fig. 3 for soda-lime silicate glass. The shape of the curve
remains the same with changing temperature, but a temperature shift occurs. Also, exponential dependence is obtained
over a more limited velocity range as the temperature increases. Thus, the 90°C curve exhibits exponential behavior
only to 10-om/s.
The temperature behavior of all the glass compositions was
determined in the exponential range. The data were similar
to those for soda-lime silicate glass; however, the slopes and
the positions of the curves depended on glass composition.
Figure 4 shows the temperature behavior of soda-lime silicate
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33.1 2 1.0
(1.391 E5)
29.020.7
(1.212 E5)
30.1 20.6
(1.262 E5)
‘30.8 20.8’
(1.288 E5)
25.2rt1.2
( 1.056 E5)
26.02 1.1’
(1.088 E5)
\ -

b(mks units)

In vo

0.21620.006

- 1.3220.6

.138rt0.003

5.520.4

.16420.003

7.920.3

.200 20.005

3.520.5

.14420.006

6.720.6

.11020.004

10.320.5
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Data such as those in Fig. 4 can be used to obtain information on the activated processes occurring during stress corrosion cracking. The data were found to fit the equation
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Influence of temperature on fracture behavior of
soda-lime silicate glass in water.

and silica glasses; the curves for other compositions lay between these extremes. Curves were approximately parallel
but shifted to higher velocities with increasing temperature.
The silica curves are more closely spaced, have greater slopes,
and, as a group, are located at higher stress intensity factors
than the soda-lime silicate curves.

90°C

60°C

40°C

22OC

v=vo exp ( -E*+bKr)/RT
(2)
where v is the crack velocity and vo, E*, and b are experimental constants determined by fitting the data to Eq. (2) by
the method of least squares. Since the relative precision of KI
was less than that of log v, the error was minimized in Kr, as
discussed in Ref. 28. The experimental constants and their
standard deviations are presented in Table 11. The apparent
activation energy at zero load, E*, ranged from 25.2 for leadalkali glass to 33.1 kcal/mol for silica glass with a standard
deviation of from 2 to 5% E*. The stress intensity factor
coefficient, b, changed by a factor of nearly 2, ranging from
0.11 for soda-lime silicate glass to 0.216 for silica glass, with
the standard deviation varying from approximately 3 to 4%
of b. The natural logarithm of the preexponential factor varied
from -1.32 for silica glass to 10.2 for soda-lime silicate glass
with standard deviations of approximately 0.5.
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Analytical integration of Eq. (2) also gives universal fatigue
curves. The integration is demonstrated here for a two-dimensional Griffith crack for which Kr=S d z where S is the a p
plied stress and L the half-length of the crack. From Eq. (2),
dt=dL/[voexp( -E* +bKr)/RT]. Using the relation between
stress intensity factor, applied stress, and crack length, the
following integrable equation is obtained for the total time to
failure:
t=[2L/KZvo exp( - E * / R T ) ]
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IV. Discussion of Results
( 1 ) Comparison
Fatigue Curve

of

Crack Velocity Data with Universal

The strength of glass depends on the presence and growth
of small surface cracks, normally less than 10 Fm in size. In
contrast, the present study gives results for the growth of
macroscopic cracks. It is of interest to determine if these
results relate to those obtained by the bending and tensile
testing techniques. Crack velocity studies and strength studies
will now be compared.
One of the most definitive studies of static fatigue of glass
was performed by Mould and Southwick." Four-point bend tests
in water were conducted on soda-lime silicate glass microscope
slides that had received a variety of surface abrasion treatments. Strength vs time-to-failure curves were obtained, each
abrasive treatment giving a distinct curve. A single curve
fitting all the data could be obtained if the ratio of the strength
in air to that in liquid nitrogen, u/uN, were plotted against the
logarithm of the reduced time to failure, log(t/to5), where to.&,
the characteristic duration, is the time to failure of a specimen
loaded at half its liquid nitrogen strength. This type of curve,
termed the universal fatigue curve, is valuable for theoretical
and engineering reasons.
Universal fatigue curves can be calculated from the data
presented in Fig. 2 and Table 11. Since the stress intensity
factor, K, is directly proportional to the applied load, U,
K/Krc=u/uru, where KIc is the critical stress intensity factor
for failure in liquid nitrogen. The logarithm of the reduced
time to failure, log(t/to (i), is obtained either by numerical integration of the data in Fig. 2 or by analytical integration of
Eq. (2). In either case, a crack geometry must be assumed
to provide a relation between applied load, crack size, and
stress intensity fact0r.2~
To perform the numerical integration, the stress intensity
factor is calculated for a crack of initial length, L, and a fixed
load condition, and the crack velocity, v, is determined from
Fig. 2. The time, At, for an incremental increase in length,
AL, is then determined from At=AL/v, and a new stress intensity factor is calculated from the new crack length, L+AL.
The process is repeated until K=Klc, and the time to failure is
equal to the sum of the time increments, ZAt.

(3)

where K1 is the stress intensity factor calculated from the
initial crack length and the applied load. The following equation for the total time to failure is obtained by integrating and
neglecting relatively small terms:

log10 (Uto.5)

Pig. 5.
Crack velocity data compared with universal
fatigue curve. Open and closed circles were obtained
from Fig. 2 for soda-lime silicate and fused silica glasses,
respectively. Open and closed squares were obtained
from Table I1 and Eq. ( 5 ) for soda-lime silicate and fused
silica glasses, respectively. Curve labeled Mould and Southwick was taken from Ref. 19; error bar gives standard
deviation of data associated with this curve. Curve labeled
Proctor et al. was determined from data in Ref. 29.

exp (-bK/RT)dK

t=2RTL/Kibvi

(4)

where vl is the initial crack velocity. To the same approximation it can be shown that
K i / K r c = ~ / ~ ~ = 0-. 5(2.3RT/bKIc)log(t/to

6)

(5)

This is the form of the universal fatigue curve. For a pennyshaped crack, equations identical to Eqs. (3), (4), and (5)
are obtained. For the double cantilever configuration, assuming long cracks for which Kr=3.47PL/wt1.', Eq. (4) is multiplied by 0.5 and Eq. (5) is unchanged. Equation (5) does
not describe stress corrosion phenomena for very short failure
times or for failure times approaching the fatigue limit. A
more complete expression is given by Charles and Hillig.".'s
Universal fatigue curves were calculated from Table I1 and
Eq. (5) and by numerical integration of Fig. 2. Results are
presented in Fig. 5 for soda-lime silicate and silica glasses.
The calculated curves were insensitive to crack geometry and
were indistinguishable on the scale of Fig. 5. Slight differences
in the curves obtained by the numerical and analytic methods
can be attributed to differences in the original crack velocity
data. Each of the glasses could be represented by a distinct
curve, indicating a sensitivity to composition. The dependence
of the universal fatigue curve on composition, noted by Rittef'
from experimental data, is predicted
and by Proctor et dZ9
by the theory of Charles and Hillig.'7318For soda-lime silicate
glass, crack velocity and strength data agree very well, since
the calculated data points fall within the scatter band of data
obtained by Mould and Southwick.lB It is also satisfying that
the silica glass curve lies in a direct line with data obtained
~
silica glass fibers. Thus, the concluby Proctor et U Z . ~ with
sion that crack velocity data are consistent with data obtained
from strength studies appears to be justified by the agreement
shown in Fig. 5.

(2)

Ca'alculation o f Static Fatigue Curves f r o m Crack
Velocity Data
For engineering purposes, it is useful to have static fatigue
curves that are not expressed in terms of reduced variables,
since such curves give the actual time to failure at a given
load and can be used to judge glass compositions for design
purposes. Once the universal fatigue curve for a glass is
known, static fatigue curves can be calculated by measuring
the liquid nitrocen strength of the glass and the time to failure
at half the liquid nitrogen strength. Static fatigue curves can
also be calculated from Eq. (4) if b, vo, and E* are known.
Figure 6 was produced by the latter procedure, assuming that
the glasses contained Griffith cracks lo-' m in size. Thus, all
the glasses were assumed to contain flaws of equal size. The
curves are valid to log t z 3 . 5 since this was the range of crack
velocity data. The curvature in Fig. 2 was ignored since it
was small over the range of times studied. For longer durations, the curvature would be important.
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Figure 6 shows that fused silica has the greatest stress
corrosion resistance for long time loads, whereas the sodalime silicate and lead-alkali glasses have the poorest resistance.
The aluminosilicate I and borosilicate glasses occupy intermediate positions, with aluminosilicate I appearing superior.
The behavior seems to be related to the sodium content of the
glasses; those which contain large amounts of sodium behave
poorly under stress corrosion conditions. As the temperature
is increased, the resistance of all the glasses to stress corrosion decreases. The relative positions of the curves of Fig. 6
remain approximately the same, and conclusions concerning
the relative merits of the glasses for stress corrosion resistance
are unchanged.
( 3 ) Characteristic Durations
The characteristic durations, to calculated from Eq. (4)
and those obtained experimentally by Mould and So~thwick'~
will now be compared. The characteristic duration is given
by Eq. (4)when Ki=Krc/2 and vI=vu5=voexp ( - E " + b K d
2)/RT. Except for L , all terms on the right side of Eq. (4)
are constants at a given temperature. For a Griffith crack,
K l c . = a N V Z , and for a penny-shaped crack, KrC=20NV x
Substituting these equations into Eq. (4) gives

to s = (4/~)
(RTKrc/bvu.a)~N-~
for the Griffith-type crack and

(6)

to ,=T( RTKrc/bVu 0) UN-*

(7)
for the penny-shaped crack. The characteristic duration is
proportional to the inverse square of the strength in liquid
nitrogen, and, for a given strength, the duration of the pennyshaped cracks is greater than that of the Griffith cracks.
The characteristic duration data of Mould and Southwick are
presented in Fig. 7. The data are plotted as log to vs log uN

to.,

"Originally, Mould and Southwick plotted their data as log
vs ( 1/U")2.

Fig. 7. Characteristic duration of soda-lime silicate glass
subjected to mechanical damage treatments. Data taken
from Ref. 19.

for easy comparison with Eqs. (6) and (7).* As was discussed by Mould and Southwick, different curves are obtained
for slides containing point flaws and linear flaws. The slopes
of both curves are approximately -6.5; the curve for point
flaws lies at longer characteristic durations than the other. If
the penny- and Griffith-shaped cracks are assumed to be representative of point and linear flaws, respectively, the displacement of the calculated curves agrees with that found by Mould
and Southwick. The slopes of the two sets of data, however, do
not agree, since the slope of the experimental data (Fig. 7 ) is
about 3 times that determined from Eqs. (6) and (7). Thus,
the measured and calculated durations do not agree quantitatively. Although Eq. (4) may be used to judge the relative
resistance of glass to static fatigue qualitatively, it does not
predict the failure times quantitatively.
The difference between the calculated and measured characteristic durations may result from differences in the type of
cracks studied. Cracks introduced by the techniques used by
Mould and Southwick were probably representative of flaws
found in real materials and consequently were much more irregular than those studied in the present investigation. It is
doubtful that cracks introduced by abrasion or impact are flat
or lie perpendicular to the tensile axis. Therefore, the dependence of stress intensity factor on flaw size may differ from
those used in the present study. Considering these factors, the
measured and calculated characteristic durations might be
expected to disagree. The universal fatigue curves seem
much less sensitive to these effects, as evidenced by the good
agreement obtained in Fig. 5.
Static Fatigue as a Chemical Process
The crack velocity data presented in the present paper agree
very well with the stress corrosion theory developed by Charles
and Hillig,i'*'8 who assumed that static fatigue in glass is controlled by a chemical reaction between the glass and water in
the environment. Since chemical reactions are activated processes, static fatigue should also be an activated process. Also,
(4)
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the activation energy for the process will be stress-sensitive,
and the reaction would be expected to occur most rapidly where
the stress fields were the greatest. Thus, the water is expected
to react most rapidly at the crack tip, extending the crack
length until the Griffith conditions for spontaneous failure are
satisfied.
Charles and Hillig developed these ideas into a quantitative
theory for static fatigue, in which the crack velocity is given by

v = vo exp ( - Ef+V b - Vnfy/p) /RT

(8)

where Et is the stress free activation energy, Vr the activation
volume, u the stress a t the crack tip, VM the molar volume of
the glass, y the interfacial surface energy between the glass
and the reaction products, and p the radius of curvature of the
crack tip.
Equation (8) was derived for a two-dimensional Griffith
crack for which 0=2RI/V=
At stresses greater than the
fatigue limit, crack sharpening occurs, and p decreases to a
small value limited by the structure of the glass. Thus, above
the static fatigue limit, the third term is a constant independent
of applied load, and Eq. (8) takes the form

v=vu exp( -E*+2VtKI/V/?rp)/RT
(9)
where E” = E t f V M y / p . Depending on the values assumed for
y and p, VMy/p ranges from 10 to 20% E“. Equation (7) is
identical to Eq. (2) if Vf- (b/2) V g Thus, the observed
form of the experimental data for large loads is identical to
that predicted from the theory of Charles and Hillig. The bending of the curves for soda-lime silicate and borosilicate glasses
at low loads may indicate a change in crack tip radius, a
change in rate-limiting mechanism, or an approach to the
fatigue limit.

V. Summary
The stress corrosion of glass was studied using fracture
mechanics techniques. Crack velocity data were obtained as
a function of glass composition, applied stress intensity factor,
and temperature. The observed crack velocity data depended
strongly on glass composition. The stress corrosion behavior
was consistent with static fatigue studies of glass since universal fatigue curves determined from the crack velocity data
agreed with those obtained from strength data. Universal
fatigue curves depended on glass composition, confirming the
observations of other workers. Calculated static fatigue curves
could be used to judge which glasses would exhibit good stress
corrosion resistance and which would not. Of the glasses
studied, silica glass had the greatest stress corrosion resistance, followed by the low-alkali aluminosilicate and borosilicate
glasses. Sodium seemed to be detrimental to the stress corrosion resistance of glass. Calculated characteristic durations agreed only qualitatively with those measured by Mould
and Southwick for soda-lime silicate glass. The difference in
behavior was attributed to differences in crack shape in the
experiments. The crack velocity data presented in the present paper agreed with the stress corrosion theory of Charles
and Hillig; it is probable that the stress corrosion of glass is
caused and controlled by a chemical reaction between water
in the environment and the glass.
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